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Cool surf songs with solid writing, italian themes, reverbed mediterranean guitar tones  stunningly good

wrinting. 13 MP3 Songs POP: 60's Pop, ROCK: Instrumental Rock Details: After two singles that came

out in 1995 (Surfin1 with) and 1996 (Sea Storm) and sold out in few weeks, and the two songs (Matador 

Sea Storm) included in the compilation called Smells Like Surf Spirit, published by Gee-Dee Music in

1997, Just Surf is the first album ever by the most acclaimed italian instrumental surf band on the road

since 1990: Cosmonauti. 1998 - Just Surf is available on white vinyl (180gr. limited edition)  cd. Of their

past works the press said: Superb EP. These guys know their reverb from their ravioli alright. - They're

gonna be big! Rock on Roma Pipeline Instrumental Review (UK) Not only one of those great sound

parties that are seldom heard but also an album bursting with energy that presently has no same-style

rivals: Dick Dale  Chuck Berry would be proud of them! Rockerilla (Italy) A half hour of fresh, intelligent

musical novelty and healthy escapism. Mucchio (Italy) One of the best surf band around! Bassa Fedelt

Album of the month. Dynamo Continuation of the fantastic trad surf that the band produces. They show

that you don1t have to be from Manhattan Beach to play it right! Surf Music Appreciation Society -(USA)

Enjoyable tunes,w/ tropical sound  wonderful melodies. Miserable without it! Reverb Central - (USA)

Guitar work as thirst-quenching as a Mai-tai drunk on a Cal beach. Just right for gettin a thousand bikini

babes swaying and ready for warm summer evening! As the title reads, this is pure surf and nothing else..

and it's a great trip! Rock Sound (Fr) THE FIRST SPLIT OF THIS CD HAD A DIFFERENT PACKAGE

WITH 3 POSTCARDS! this item is NO longer available.
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